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As a junior software developer at Panther Solutions, you will be an integral part of our develop-
ment team from day one. You will be able to work on challenging ML projects as part of a team 
while developing yourself on the daily basis. If you consider AI and ML as exciting futuristic 
technologies, then you’ve come to the right place. We are looking for fresh coders and bright 
minds who have the potential to develop our solutions further.

Who are we looking for?

- You are a passionate programmer with first experiences in the development of web-based so-
lutions

- You have experience in object-oriented programming

- You are able to use the version control software “git”

- Python, Linux, SQL are our base and should be of desire to you

- Especially your joy in developing should distinguish you!

What you should bring along

- Excellent development prospects in a highly dynamic business environment

- Experienced team with a strong focus on best practices

- Mentoring program to quickly transform you into a comprehensive Python programmer 

-  We offer you the ideal workplace to develop your potential

- Become an expert in the most exciting IT technologies today

- At Panther Solutions, you can expect a fantastic team atmosphere in which you can immedia- At Panther Solutions, you can expect a fantastic team atmosphere in which you can immedia-
tely contribute with your personal skills

-  The chance to get involved in something big right from the start

As well as many other goodies such as team events, table football, fresh fruit, etc.

What we oer you

For any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Mr. Streitbürger via email 
info@panthersolutions.de or by telephone 069/348765940

Panther Solutions GmbH

Eysseneckstraße 4 
60322 Frankfurt am Main, 
Deutschland

069 / 348 76 59 40

service@panthersolutions.de

www.pantherpricing.de

JUNIOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPER (M/W)


